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stimulus-driven or reflexive processing from dominating neural representation, thought, and behavior. This top-down cognitive control instead allows for goaldriven attentional selection and taskrelevant behavior. Consciousness is often assumed to be intrinsic to these high-level control functions sitting atop a processing hierarchy in the prefrontal cortex (PFC). However, in a recent The Journal of Neuroscience article, Lau and Passingham (2007) present new evidence that questions this assumption.
Preparation for an upcoming task is an important element of cognitive control. Before execution, neural activity increases in cortical regions that process information relevant to the upcoming task. For example, cues indicating an upcoming color task initiate activation of visual areas that process color information (Wylie et al., 2006) . This finding suggests that taskset preparation may use mechanisms similar to those in the biased-competition model of attention (Desimone and Duncan, 1995) , in which selective attention modulates lower visual area processing via top-down biasing. Extending the concept of biased competition outside the visual domain, cortical regions associated with task processing may also receive topdown modulation. The PFC is considered as the source of both attentional and taskset control signals.
Preparing for a specific task can result in task-specific processing of even unseen stimuli. Naccache et al. (2002) engaged participants in a number judgment task. A masked number prime was presented before the target number for which the task was intended. Even when the masked number was unable to be seen, priming was observed, showing that semantic analysis and response generation occur even for a stimulus that does not enter conscious awareness. Lau and Passingham (2007) take this one step further and illustrate how unseen cues can interfere with task-set control.
The design of Lau and Passingham (2007) takes advantage of metacontrast masking, as well as two tasks that involve discrete brain regions, specifically left inferior frontal cortex and middle temporal gyrus for semantic judgments and left ventral premotor area for phonological judgments (Sakai and Passingham, 2006) . Metacontrast masking occurs when an object is rendered invisible by a subsequently presented mask containing adjacent contours. The metacontrast masking used by Lau and Passingham (2007) had an interesting temporal profile, such that the prime was less visible when the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between the prime and the cue (which also served as a mask) was longer. Two SOAs between the prime and cue were chosen: 83 ms (LowVisibility condition), in which the cue acted as an effective metacontrast mask of the prime, and 16 ms (High-Visibility condition), in which it did not. On each trial, participants were cued by a diamond or square as to which task to perform on an upcoming word. The primes were smaller versions of the cues and thus also had associations with task set [Lau and Passingham (2007) , their Fig. 1 (http:// www.jneurosci.org/cgi/content/full/27/ 21/5805/F1)]. Congruency between the prime and the cue was manipulated, such that on some trials they were associated with the same task set, whereas on others they were not. Functional magnetic resonance imaging data were collected from 12 participants.
To ensure the validity of the visibility manipulation, the discriminability of the two primes at each SOA was examined for each subject. Data from two subjects were discarded because of better performance in the Low-Visibility condition, inconsistent with the intent of the manipulation. For the remaining subjects, discriminability was not significantly different from zero in the Low-Visibility condition.
Both behavioral and imaging data from the main experiment suggest that subliminal priming occurred at the taskset level. Incongruent primes impaired performance on both accuracy and reaction time measures [Lau and Passingham (2007) , their Fig. 2 (http://www. jneurosci.org/cgi/content/full/27/21/ 5805/F2)]. This effect was only observed in the Low-Visibility condition, indicating that it was subliminal. Furthermore, this subliminal priming was associated with an increase in neural activity in the task-irrelevant cortical region and a decrease in the task-relevant cortical region [Lau and Passingham (2007) Because the current study only showed a priming effect in one direction (i.e., interference), future work could add a neutral prime that does not map onto any task set. This manipulation would provide a baseline for the congruent and incongruent conditions that distinguishes the two possible roles for DLPFC. If the increased DLPFC activity is caused by conflict, differential activity there would not be expected in a congruent/neutral contrast. Also, if priming is possible at the task-set control level, one might expect to see facilitation from congruent primes, not just interference from incongruent primes.
The idea of unconscious priming at the task-set level challenges the conventional view that cognitive control requires consciousness and attention. Here, Lau and Passingham (2007) suggest that consciousness is not critical to cognitive control. However, attention may well be. Naccache et al. (2002) suggested that attention during the time interval containing the prime is critical for eliciting priming. Likewise, throughout the current experiment, participants were required to discriminate the briefly presented cues and thus had an attentional set for these cues. In this way, unconscious primes may only gain access to task-set control mechanisms because of top-down biasing for this particular attentional set. Nonetheless, one might wonder whether subliminal task-set interference would remain as strong if task set had been specified before the presentation of an unconscious prime.
Preparing an attentional set can prevent distractor interference (for review, see Egeth and Yantis, 1997) , which may hold true for task set as well, if the biasedcompetition model explains both attention and task set. On the one hand, overlearned associations can be enacted quickly and reliably without the need for extended deliberation. On the other hand, unexpected changes in the environment may demand time-consuming but flexible cognitive control. The human brain must have evolved to strike a balance between flexibility and stability, allowing for a dynamic equilibrium that does not rely on one discrete mode or the other. The results of Lau and Passingham (2007) established an important role for unconscious priming in this dynamic system of cognitive control. Ultimately, top-down and bottom-up control of attention and task set determines which stimuli gain access to further processing and what kind of processing will be applied to them.
